Years ago, anthropologists gave no attention to clothing and dress; but in the 1980s, a new research agenda was created placing the body surface at center stage (Tranberg-Hansen, 2004). Now culture is seen as a process created through agency, practice, and performance-no doubt, clothing very much has a human element. Just as important, we now understand that the globalization process has both local and global impact. Highest on this local/global interaction is the process of consumption. Certainly we are not surprised by this when we know that clothes may be inspired from France, tech-packed from New York, sourced from all over the world, produced in China, and sold in shops on the other side of the globe.
Ⅱ. Social, Political, and Economic Significance
Social significance
For the most part, textiles and clothing are couched in a social milieu. Across the globe, textiles layer social meaning not only in birth and death, but also in rituals of marriage, religion, social movements, or sporting events. Dress can identify groups, delineate social classes, and create social distance.
As the world becomes increasingly globalized, textiles and clothing traditions have been hybridized.
For example, what does it mean to be "French haute couture" or "Italian leather" or "Indian Bandhini"? Indiana. This is one example of how social control is exerted. Indeed, while she was in Jamesport she did remove her snaps, but she stayed only a few months because she decided Jamesport was too strict.
In 2006 -289 -doorway for good luck. Traditional dowry requirements were so onerous that it was causing serious social and marital problems within the community.
Recently the council elders of the Dhebaria community issued a ruling that banned embroidery on dowry (Edwards, 2003) . Their primary aim was to reduce the costs of dowry and the increased time it took to create dowry. Elders declared that dowry was destroying the community as a whole. By banning embroidery, they could redirect wealth into community development but to do so would require a major revision to the process of Rabari marriage. Implementation of the ban freed women of social obligation and subsequently they are free to produce embroidery for the market or purely as a pastime. This also means that many young Dhebaria women have lost the cultural knowledge of their own traditional embroidery techniques.
Political significance
Governments influence clothing -and clothing influences governments. Clothing is used as a tool to demonstrate the power and authority of a nation.
Many examples exist for illustrating textiles and political significance. Easy to store and transport, prestige textiles awe patrons, smooth the rough edges of diplomacy and earn foreign exchange.
Especially noteworthy were empires that compiled warehouses of textiles as a means for creating revenue and enhancing authority. Imperial China was particularly impressive when its divisible units of value in silk became precursors to paper money. 
Ⅲ. Manufacturing Processes
Three essential variables exist in textile weaving:
The interlacing of warp and weft, surface decoration, and the colors used. Variations result in weaving traditions that reflect local customs and preferences.
Industrial age innovations in spinning and weaving grew out of an English effort to compete with India cottons-particularly the manufacturer of calico as a less-costly substitute for chintz. In the eighteenth century, it would take Indian hand spinners 50,000 hours to process 100 lbs. of cotton, the industrial age brought machines that could do 100 pounds in 
Tourist markets
In the case of cloth made for the tourist market, artisans are concerned about sellability resulting in products that no longer are true to the culture.
Products produced for the tourist market have been commoditized. Moreno and Littrell (2001) reported that marketing craft objects to local tourists has resulted in significant change. Not only do products change to meet consumer demand, but so do the processes.
Often it is intermediaries and non-indigenous pro-
ducers who envision what the final product should be-frequently making changes to indigenous craft in order to meet the demands of a commercialized tourist market. The result can lead to tense relations between the negotiating parties.
Where merchants and artisans display their handi-
-291 -crafts, changes are inevitable. Not only do artists need to accommodate tourist's taste, but also they must change their production processes to meet the higher demands. Both negligence and care might co-exist. Even though rural artisans might produce low-quality for export markets, they would apply high standards to cloth for indigenous social and ritual purposes.
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Ⅳ. The Future
Wearing clothing is uniquely a human characteristic. 
